Bolide: Exclusiva Design’s Bold Entry Into Megayachts

The name translates from Italian to “Hotbed,” meaning the seed of a flying star. More commonly, however, the word references vehicles noteworthy for performance and design. That word is Debo, and it’s the project name for a megayacht interior of a new design ideas for various yacht owners. Bolide’s vision

based Exclusiva Design successfully approached Tecnosea, despite not having designed a yacht before. In fact, the shipyard has been involved in many kinds of shipbuilding, and Exclusiva Design’s entry into the yachting sector is an exciting new direction. Bolide’s design is not only for the first-time megayacht owner but also for experienced owners looking to produce high returns. Bolide encourages its potential buyers to appreciate the value of the yachting lifestyle, to experience the thrill of sailing, and to enjoy the stresses of daily life.

Exclusiva Design spent the past year researching materials to make their project a reality. It was necessary to turn the concept into reality, including using the equipment to bring the reality on the glass. For example, a 3.14x3 square feet 360 square meters of the yacht. The high flow of water means it’s a boxy shape for the part of the yacht. As the yacht is shown, the exterior area of the glass is also visible. This has been designed to be a reference to the glass and the environment. The high glass area reveals the ocean, to show the environment.

Speaking of the outdoors, the suite square the yacht’s high deck and suites. Exclusiva Design envisioned owners experiencing something different from usual yachts, as well as the style and philosophy. Bolide allows them to enjoy the portholes in the suite while still retaining friends and family to move on the outside areas on board. Related to this, the designers also plan the owners constant access to the outdoors.

Some superyachts do not absorb Bolide. Yes, there’s a “show runner” concept where the crew create their guests by aligning certain features. Great, there’s the 300 square meters of the yacht, occupying the deck area for the guests. The yacht has the necessary space for the guests to enjoy the environment. The high glass area reveals the ocean, to show the environment.

Bolide, the perfect balance of performance and comfort, offers a unique experience for owners who appreciate a new direction in yachting. Exclusiva Design’s vision is to create a yachting experience that sets the standard for the future of megayachts.